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General Instruction: 

 

              This question paper consists of 15 questions and all questions are compulsory. 

 

 

 

Select the most appropriate answer from the choices given:  

 

1)Name the software that searches through a database of web pages for particular 

information. 

a)Web server      b) Web browser                c) Search Engine             d)  Protocol 

2)A set of rules required to govern any communication is 

a) URL                         b)  Hypertext                    c) Protocol                       d)Domain      

 

3) The shortcut key to create an external stylesheet is 

a) <F8>                        b) <F9>                             c) F10                        d) F11 

 

4)The method of ‘Form’ which submits data to be processed to a specified resource is 

a) GET               b) POST                            c) SET                             d) CLASS 

 

5) This HTML tag contains the content of the document 

a) <head>               b) <body>                         c) <html>                        d) <title> 

 

6)This HTML tag specifies the title of a document 

a) <head>               b) <body>                         c) <html>                        d) <title> 

 

7) This HTML tag defines a single line break 

a) <br>               b) <p>                               c) <hr>                            d) <break> 

 

8) It is the text on a web page which acts as a link to other web pages. 

a)home page              b) hypertext                       c) protocol                      d) hyperlink 

 

9) Which of the following is an empty tag of HTML? 

 a) <!-->   b) <p>                                c) <hr>                          d) <h1> 

 

10) In HTML, Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) is used to 

     a) create a frame document                                    b)  create a image map in the webpage. 



     c) customize the image in the webpage                 d)  identify a name or a resource on the   

                                                                                         internet. 

11) It specify how particular elements on a page appear on the screen or print: 

a)  class             b) style                              c) layer                  d)  templates 

 

12) Which of the following is not a web Server? 

a)  IIS                         b)  Internet Explorer         c) Apache                       d)  Apache Tomcat 

 

13) The first page of every website is: 

a)  Home                    b) Front page                    c) Webpage                 d)  Homepage 

 

14) The extension name for saving a template in Kompozer is: 

a)  .class          b) .htm                              c) .mzt                          d)  .mtz 

 

15) SGML stands for 

     a) Subset generalized markup language          b)  Standard generalized marking language 

     c) Standard generalized markup language       d)  Subset general markup language 
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Q1)  Name the HTML tag/attribute which        (5) 

a) contains the general information about the document 

b) sets the background colour to a web page 

c) requires only the starting tag 

d) specifies the  top margin of the webpage in pixels 

e) defines a comment 

 

Q2)  Give any 2 differences between the following:  (any 3)     (6) 

a)  <BR> and <P> tags 

b)  Web server and a web client 

c)  internal and external stylesheets 

d)  cell spacing and cell padding 



Q3)  a) What is a web browser? How does a web browser work?    (2) 

b) Identify and correct the errors if any:       (2) 

 

<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>MY  LIFE <HEAD> 

<BODY BACKGROUND = “GREEN”> 

<H1>GOALS OF LIFE 

<BR><HR>SPREAD HAPPINESS</BR></HTML> 

 

Q4)  Write code in HTML to display :       (3) 

a) the smallest heading that reads “WELCOME FRIENDS” 

b) 40 as the right margin of the page 

c) an image as the background of the web page. 

      (For eg. If image is “C:/desktop/images/flower.jpg”) 

Q5)  What are container tags in HTML? How is bgcolor attribute of BODY element different 

from Background?          (2) 

 

Q6) What is HTML? Mention its advantages.      (2) 

 

Q7) What is the purpose of creating Forms in a webpage?     (2) 

Q8)  What are templates? Explain two different parts of a template.    (3) 

Q9) Define a Layer. List any two characteristics of Layers in Kompozer?   (3) 

Q10)  Write code in HTML to create the following web page:    (5) 
         ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE– SMALLEST  HEADING 

  

1. REASONING 

2. SCIENCE 

3. TECHNOLOGY 

4. COMPUTER 

5. KNOWLEDGE 

Note:- Title of the web page  is SHAPING THE FUTURE.  Add horizontal line,  text colour – 

“GREEN” to your web page. 

 



 


